STREAMLINE YOUR WORKFLOW TO INCREASE EFFICIENCY
Streamline Your Workflow To Increase Efficiency

**PartsSource Pro Workflow Optimization**

The motivation for healthcare organizations like yours to optimize the procurement process for parts and services is straightforward. The only way to overcome the challenge of providing quality care without adding staff or expanding budgets is to become operationally efficient and effective. Optimization is used to minimize procurement costs by keeping processes for obtaining parts and services as efficient and consistent as possible, and effectively managing quality. This requires the creation of a streamlined and structured procurement workflow to make the most of your organization’s resources. Optimization also helps identify bottlenecks and data gaps in the procurement process, allowing an organization to make meaningful changes to address shortcomings and improve outcomes.

The PartsSource team will help you achieve your operational goals and improve patient care through workflow optimization. Our client services team has the real-world experience and knowledge to help you identify your current workflow issues, pinpoint opportunities for improvement and realize measureable gains in productivity so you can continue to deliver high quality patient care.

**Key Advantages**

- **Evaluate** current procurement processes and operational performance
- **Identify** opportunities for improvement and potential solutions to resolve key challenges
- **Simulate** future-state scenarios to estimate benefits and help target areas for improvement
Workflow optimization - the path to operational efficiency

No matter the size or type of department you manage, your complex challenges call for a structured, disciplined approach to streamlining workflow and improving operational efficiency. PartsSource Pro is a data driven solution supported by proven methodologies and evidenced based best practices – all delivered by experts who understand how to solve your workflow issues.

Systematic approach
Our client services team follow a disciplined, systematic approach that starts with a comprehensive evaluation of your current operations. Our detailed assessment focuses on your documented and undocumented processes, policies and operational metrics.

Proven methodologies
Once this initial evaluation is completed, we use our proprietary tools, techniques and benchmarks to determine gaps between current state performance and objectives. For an example, we use industry peer benchmarks and a proprietary supplier-ranking algorithm to deliver evidenced-based recommendations.

Experience: the PartsSource difference
We draw on our extensive experience in medical procurement to incorporate best practices into our comprehensive recommendations. Plus, we work with you and your team to document implementation and communication plans – to help increase staff buy-in and adoption.

Data-driven insights
With every cycle, automation systems will collect data on how the procurement process is working. Thus, over time, the program becomes even more efficient, more accurate and more helpful to the team’s outcomes. It also supports fiscal year forecasting.

Systematic integration
To achieve consistency and standardization of data across all platforms, we use our automation tools to integrate into the majority of local financial and materials management software systems and EDI.
Workflow Optimization - benefits at a glance

**Reduce expenses**, increase patient outcomes and throughput, and reduce costs with streamlined workflow

**Enhance** strategic decision-making related to buying behavior

**Experience** fewer repetitive tasks, integrated workflow, automated document generation, real-time visibility and analytics

**Take advantage** of detailed, accurate and quantitative and qualitative analysis commonly unavailable to most healthcare facilities with our supplier-ranking model

**Create efficiency** by consolidating vendors

**Collaborate** with a single full-service medical product and services provider

Learn more
Find out how PartsSource Pro can help you improve workflow optimization to drive the success of your department. Please visit [www.partssource.com/ps-pro](http://www.partssource.com/ps-pro)